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Demonstrators

1

Use of Computed Tomography (CT)
to Reverse Engineer projects

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

It is not possible to buy parts for many old
vehicles, and often original drawings are lost
or not available. This project took a component and CT scanned it to generate a CAD
model for later manufacture. A component
from a Zundapp moped was used as a test
piece.

• Size of object must fit CT scanner.
• Material and wall thickness affects success
of CT scan.
• A large amount of data is collected from a
CT scan – how to store and manage.
• How to handle errors (eg voids) within
CT scan when creating CAD models.

2

Additive Manufacturing
Lab for the the Future (ALF)

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

The concept of a ’factory in a box’ has many
advantages, eg being located where best
needed and opens up concepts such as spares
on demand - negating wharehouses and improving logistic flows. This project assessed ALF
packaged in an ISO container

• How to handle powder management
• Ventilation and forced air requirements
• Robots needed in place of operators
– how set up process and
post-processing needs
• How to connect to User & manage data
• Internal and external power sources

3

A Comparison of two objects

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

The same design, the same specifications, the
same material, the same machine, different
countries. The same results? This project
compared an item (a missile fin) printed in
Sweden to one exactly the same, printed in
India.

• Competence of manufacturing company is
important to understand.
• Cannot assume a product qualified on a machine
in one company can be qualified by default if the
same machine type is used in a different company.

4

Improving CT Accuracy

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

How accurate is the Computed Tomography
scan? How do we know that? A test specimen
was used to investigate results across a range
of environmental conditions, eg temperature.

• Use CT Phantom test piece to investigate
properties of the CT machine.
• Test in a range of temperature conditions.

5

Using AM and CT techniques
to explore material and rapid
prototyping for medical use

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

Can AM and CT be used effectively for medical
applications? A development of a novel medical device needed to exploit the complexities
achieved via AM.

• Be prepared to modify the design for ease of
AM manufacture.
• Use CT to check correctness of internal structures
and cavities.
• Use difference materials for different functional
testing of object.

6

Use of AM for rapid prototyping
in a high stress environment

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

Formula Student engineers struggled with
getting the right shape for a fuel pipe.
Running out of time, they turned to AM to
achieve required compexity and in quick time.

• AM does offer quick manufacture
• Need to understand build volume limits
• Need to understand tolerance requirements
and match to build process

7

Design process to
optimise tooling
production for AM

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

A complex tool seemed to be an ideal example
to re-design to take advantages of AM and
the complexity that can be achieved, to both
remove unnecessary material and improve the
internal channels.

• AM is not always the best solution.
• The function of this tool required that it was
cleaned every week by drilling out the processed
substance – this limited the life of the tool.
• ’Re-design’ for AM manufacture needs to
consider all required funtions.

8

Laser cladding principles

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

Investigation into laser cladding (or laser metal deposition) of different materials at different
thickness onto a steel shaft for ’re-manufacture’.

• Different layer thicknesses possible.
• Need to consider need for both pre- and
post- heat treatment.
• Easier to clad metals with properties closer
to substrate.
• Huge potential to rework items that would
previously have been scrapped.

9

New materials
for laser cladding – bronze

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

With the developments in laser cladding
technology, it is possible to expand material
availability and use bronze as a cladding
material. This will have many advantages in
many different sectors.

• Multi-layer coating has a large impact on the
amount of porosity in the material and may require
more heat when coating the next layer.
• Thinner layers of the coating generally provide
less pores and better adhesion.
• Cooling of smaller surfaces to be coated can be
problematic, risk of overheating of supplied material,
consider possibilities to cool early in the process.

10

AM Facility Simulation
A Digitial Twin

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

A lot of insight, knowledge and advice is
now available regarding the technical side
of AM, but there is not yet a mature body of
information on business models. This work
looked to create a digital twin and assess,
amongst other factors, bottlenecks and
costs in an AM factory.

• AM factory can be established as a dedicated
facility or as a sub-contractor – affects business
model.
• Bottlenecks are dependent upon the products
being manufactured and required
post-processing.
• Powder handling/logistics essential.

11

AM for re-design
of component within
existing system

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

A company wished to change the manufacturing source of a component, and at the
same time investigate the feasibility of using
AM. No external re-design of the component
was allowed as the component was part of an
existing qualified design.

• AM is not always suitable. The constraint of
existing interfaces limit the changes that are
possible under AM.
• AM could offer a spares saving, as cheaper to
print current design on demand rather than
have a spares holding.

12

System Maturity:
A self assessment tool
to help advice users of AM

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

This tool will enable users, and potential users,
of AM to assess what they need to do to establish a business. It ’maps’ requirements for a
number of contributory factors across a number
of maturity levels to help users assess where
they are, and what they need to do.

• Education, training and advice is essential to
enable users, particularly SMEs, to understand
both the advantages and limitations of AM
technologies.
• AM is much much more than just investing in
a ’3D printer’.

13

Hybrid Components
– AM manufactured metal inserts

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

The project aims to evaluate the mechanical and durability properties of the bond that
can be obtained between a metal part and a
Carbon Fiber composite part (“Hybrid Component) in which the metal part is made by AM to
produce complex metal pin geometries.

• Manufacture of pins in a reliable way needs
to be shown.
• Test samples – need to consider how cut if
manufactured on a single plate.
• Many factors of extra strength achievable.

14

Using AM for rapid prototyping
and design optimization
for production

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

A new business idea needed to produce
functional models for a trade show, and
optimise design for production. AM offered
advantages in both and allowed rapid design iterations.

• AM allows rapid prototyping
• AM can offer optimal production of complex
components.
• Not all businesses succeed.

15

Research Package 1
Surface Treatment of
AM components

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

The overall aim is to assess and analyse
the different surface technologies (including
treatments and processes). The analysis
will include material and mechanical properties, as well as cost effectiveness.

• Low experience in Sweden of AM-surface treatment
• Surfaces critical for fatigue properties
• Measurements of surfaces difficult
(new methods and standards are needed).

16

Research Package 4
Development of Al-joining
elements for CFRP:s by AM

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

The project developed, and fabricated, a bond
between a metal and a composite using additive manufacturing (AM). The metal insert was
fabricated in Aluminium (SLM) and contained features that formed a mechanical bond
between the metal and the CFRP.

• DECT is a valuable tool for characterisation of
these types of bonds.
• It was shown that bonds fabricated with AM
displayed better mechanical properties than
milled samples, especially the AM bonds with
surface features.
• International collaboration started.

17

Research Package 6
Validation of residual
stresses from AM

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

Örebro University and Dynamore developed
a layer-by-layer approach for simulating the
development of residual stresses in AM. The
next step is to validate this computational
approach with physical experiments.

• First modeling approach and experiment does
not match. More work needed.

18

Matching of paired items
with CT

BACKGROUND

LEARNING POINTS

To assess the feasibility and practicality of
matching related but separate items through
CT. As a test case, a cartridge and firing pin
from a gun were scanned and then 3D printed to test if cartridge had been fired from a
specific gun.

• Feasibility confirmed
• CT data allowed physical models to be
re-constructed at different scales and in
different materials.

Robot Bike Co. titanium frame joints produced on a Renishaw additive manufacturing system.
Project owner
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3DTC is a national project aiming to develop industrial 3D-printing (AM) and 3D-Xray (CT).
* Computed tomography volume of a 3D printed Aluminum pin - CFRP joint. A magnification
of the pin, the satellites are particles from the pin that are stuck in the composite.

